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The shares now appear to be incorrectly priced. Recent news flow has more than
‘knocked the stuffing’ out of Sound Energy (‘SOU’, ‘the Group’). The market took its
failure to farm-down its Eastern Morocco Portfolio (‘the Portfolio’) badly, despite
the reality that this was simply down to the (unnamed) purchaser’s inability to
immediately satisfy the proposed transaction’s strict funding conditions. Indeed,
the due diligence that the proposed purchaser undertook may be considered to have
lowered the project risk for other parties that also expressed investment interest in
the asset. While it works toward resolving this outstanding issue, the ending of
exclusivity has opened the window for others now willing to enter the bidding. As
much as a year’s slippage of the original development timetable might be the
eventual result, but SOU’s share price still appears to belie the true scale of the
opportunity presented in this highly prospective, virgin territory.
Most positively, the prospective purchaser confirmed a satisfactory conclusion to its
detailed technical and commercial due diligence of the Portfolio. Quite simply, its
inability to immediately satisfy the funding conditions SOU’s Board demanded,
meant that the proposed farm-in failed to complete on schedule. As such, the ending
of its exclusivity period has effectively presented a green light for the numerous
other interested parties to now put their ‘best feet forward’ for this now further derisked opportunity, while it attempts to satisfy the original terms of the proposed
transaction. Indeed, a bidding war could even ensue. Although the immediate
development focus is likely to remain on advancing TE-5 Horst, the Portfolio’s welllocated discovery that has already demonstrated commercial flowrates, the longerterm opportunity offered by its extensive licenses will not be overlooked. Eastern
Morocco indeed remains the choice pick for many developers, being well located,
highly prospective and under-explored, while also offering a generous fiscal regime.
Having failed to establish commercial discoveries during the 2018/19 drilling of its
two exploration wells, SOU’s decision to temporarily de-emphasise its exploration
programme, instead concentrating on farming-down its principle assets, following
which its focus will be on taking a final investment decision (‘FID’) on its Production
Concession while also developing a nearer-term LNG concept, reduces both the
prospective financing burden and investment risk.
The TE-5 Horst discovery presents a mid-case 66 million standard cubic feet per day
(‘scf/d’), on which TPI expects a FID will be taken early in 2021E. TPI assumes a
successful farm-down reduces SOU’s synthetic working-interest, while it continues
to successfully ‘tick off’ the numerous operational hurdles that remain key to the goahead. These follow completion of the Front-End Engineering & Design (‘FEED’)
agreement arranged by an Enagas-led consortium, along with finalisation of the
compression station (‘CPF’) and pipeline environmental permitting approvals. This
leaves just negotiations to conclude a fully-term Gas Sales Agreement (‘GSA’) with
ONEE (Morocco’s state power producer) based on M4 connection to the Gas MaghrebEurope (‘GME’) pipeline system some 120km away. Its successful conclusion should
sufficiently lower the project’s commercial risks to ensure project funding can be
secured and result in gas production commencing within 2-years of receipt.
Prudent modelling of SOU’s discovery alone suggests considerable value will be
created as it inexorably moves toward completing full field development. Interest
in the Group’s surrounding licence areas should also magnify once the Concession
demonstrates meaningful production. Industry standard DCF10% analysis has been
based on highly prudent farm-down assumptions and a certified mid-case original
gas in place (‘OGIP’) of 0.65Tcf, leading to clean output of 66MMscf/d commencing
Q3’2022E and sustained for 10 full years thereafter. This indicates a Project posttax NPV10% of US$587m, and a project IRR of 44%. TPI has assumed SOU holds just a
(post-deal) 23.3% WI (compared with 47.5% presently) which, after adjusted for
estimated current net debt of £18.4m, derivers a valuation of 7.5p/share, although
successful negotiation that results in lower dilution, commencement of LNG
extraction and/or further exploration success offers significant upside potential.
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Sound Energy is Morocco’s largest onshore
operator and is currently strategically focused on
the commercialisation of its Moroccan portfolio.
The Group is quoted on the AIM and includes
cornerstone investors on its share register.
Sound’s investment proposition is based on a
regional gas strategy underpinned by significant
exploration potential, strong gas demand and
advantaged local pricing. Sound acts as operator
for three Eastern Morocco and one Southern
Moroccan (47.5% net onshore assets, all of which
are considered to be geographically located in a
region containing a continuity of the established
petroleum plays of Algerian Triassic Province and
Saharan Hercynian Platform. By name, these are:
Greater
Tendrara,
Tendrara
Production
Concession (for which a low cost 0.65 Tcf
discovery on TE-5 Horst has already been
demonstrated), Anoual and Sidi Mokhtar.
Supported by strategic partners, the case for this
exploration is made by Morocco’s growing gas
demand, a presently disadvantaged domestic
supply position, while offering producers topquartile fiscal terms.

Sound Energy plc – Recent Corporate Activity/Significant Announcements Summary
18 February 2020

Farm-down Update and Announcement of Early Production Strategy

23 January 2020

Appointment of Mohammed Seghiri as acting Chief Executive

18 December 2019

Equity capital raise: Placing to raise £1.5m gross at 2.0p/share

12 November 2019

Succession planning and Board changes announced

1,156m Ordinary Shares

6 November 2019

Marketing Process and Monetisation Option Update - Non-binding heads of terms agreement

GB00B90XFF12
B90XFF1
N/A

18 June 2019

Equity capital raise: Placing to raise US$3 million gross at 10p/share

21 May 2019

TE-10 Well fails to achieve commercial flow rate; initiation of structural cost reduction programme

7 June 2018

FEED Award and HOT signing for pipeline and production facilities

S0U.L
1.17p
25.0p – 1.10p
£13.5m
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•
Sound remains confident in the potential of its Eastern Moroccan Portfolio. This was underscored by
last November’s signing of an Exclusivity Award with an unnamed prospective purchaser, which placed an
attractive valuation on this asset, even if the proposed transaction has yet to be concluded.
•
Following the drilling of five wells along with interpretation of new seismic data, SOU recognises
significant value within the numerous high impact opportunities/plays on its licences. The portfolio includes
the existing Tendrara Production Concession and its TE-5 Horst discovery; the latter’s certified resources are
considered a candidate for a mid-case 66 million standard cubic feet per day (MMscfpd) Final Investment
Decision (‘FID’) that TPI now expects to be taken early in 2021E. Prospectively this could then become Morocco’s
first material in-country gas producer and could even permit exports for the first time in the Nation’s history
(although high ongoing domestic needs mean that this is not part of the Group’s current base planning).
Although de-emphasised for the time being, beyond the Production Concession there remains significant
exploration potential within the licence’s Trias Argilo-Gréseux Inférieur (‘TAGI’) and Palaeozoic formations for
which, across multiple leads and prospects, SOU has internally estimated aggregated mid case exploration
potential of up to 20 trillion cubic feet (TCF) of unrisked OGIP.
•
SOU is drilling on the same, well-understood geology and formations that have already made Algeria
rich in gas reserves. Presently forced to import around 90% of its hydrocarbon needs from its eastern neighbour,
the Moroccan government presents developers/explorers with a compelling case for gas through the offer of an
attractive fiscal regime designed to unlock potential in its underdeveloped regions. Low production costs
against a relaxed regulatory backdrop, attractive domestic pricing and economics combine with an advanced
proposition for bulk transportation to market in anticipation of ownership of the Maghreb–Europe Gas Pipeline,
which is due to transition to Moroccan control in 2021. Altogether this appears to set an excellent scene for
international operators.
•
The Group’s current valuation reflects not only an ambitious recent exploration programme that has
disappointed shareholders following 2017’s early exploration success, but also the stalling of farm-down
negotiations along with wider market pressures resulting from the more recent oil price collapse. SOU’s TE-10
gas discovery at Tendrara failed to achieve commercial flow rates following stimulation (21 May 2019), while
the exclusivity period granted to an unnamed potential purchaser (after SOU’s decision to explore monetisation
of its key interests in Greater Tendrara) ended on 17 February 2020. In reality, however, this latter outcome was
forced by the party’s inability (as yet) to satisfy SOU’s strict funding terms, as opposed to any commercial or
technical failing emerging during diligence exercises. While SOU has indicated its willingness to continue
detailed discussions with this proposed purchaser (albeit now on a non-exclusive basis), the other 14 parties that
entered SOU’s data room following the offer of a working interest in its Eastern Morocco licences will now be
aware that not only has the exclusivity period ended, but also that the project risks have reduced somewhat.
Indeed, the net result could become something of a bidding war should other players now join the fray. Should
this become the final outcome, extended discussions/legal process could potentially build as much as a year’s
delay into the original development programme, while tough negotiations by incoming parties could also result
in less attractive transaction terms than those already proposed. TPI nevertheless has confidence that it will
complete, permitting the FID to be taken and resulting in first commercial gas being produced during 2H’2022E.
•
Whilst SOU has been undertaking marketing of its Portfolio, it has continued to make good progress in
advancing pre-FID activities for its TE-5 Horst discovery. This includes the completion of FEED, finalisation
of environmental approvals for the proposed gas treatment plant, compression station (‘CPF) and for the
building/operation of a connecting 120 km, 20 inch gas export pipeline to GME, as well as entry into a binding
MoU (October 2019) with Morocco’s Office National de l'Electricité et de l'Eau Potable (‘ONEE’), on behalf of its
partners which include Morocco's L'Office National des Hydrocarbures et des Mines (‘ONHYM’), in relation to
ongoing negotiations in respect of the GSA covering sale of TE-5 gas. These continue in anticipation of
concluding a fully-termed GSA later this calendar year. A (much anticipated) positive outcome here remains
critical for Sound and its partners with respect to the of taking the FID.
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•
The FID is not wholly dependent on the proposed transaction. While TPI’s analysis has assumed a
successful farm-down, leading to free carry for SOU, will be achieved by early 2021, investors nevertheless
should recognise that numerous other/alternative funding options do remain open to the Group. The existing
Consortium-agreed BOOT arrangement, for example, already effectively underpins the financial attractiveness
of the development for leveraged vendor financing. Other types of longer-term bank/VC-led project finance is
also a possibility, as could be the entrance of a strategic investor seeking to participate at the quoted TopCo level.
•
Importantly, time rather than cost is now the principal expense. Having paused its operational
programmes elsewhere, a reduction in exploration costs was effected in H2 2019 and the Group’s subsequent
structural cost reduction is also expected to halve total administrative expenses from the start of the current
period. Following completion of two relatively minor equity placings, raising some £3.5m net during H2 2019,
the end-January 2020 cash balance had fallen to around £5.6m, with TPI estimating burn now being cut to
around £0.5m/month. Given, however, the Group’s €28.8m 5-year secured bonds becomes due in June 2021,
additional funding or some form of renewal will need to be secured in a little over a year from now.
•
TPI’s valuation of SOU considers only its Eastern Moroccan discovery, TE-5 Horst. At this time, it is
considered prudent not to include additional upside derived from the recently proposed, prospective vendor
financed micro-LNG production concept or, for that matter, for exploration potential across the Greater Tendrara
portfolio, despite the high prospectively suggested by SOU’s internal resource estimates.
•
Adopting industry standard DCF10% analysis based on a certified mid-case OGIP of 0.65Tcf, it has been
assumed the TE-5 Horst discovery comes on stream in Q3’2022E, reaching peak plateau of 66 MMscf/d within
its first two months of operation. This level of output is then sustained for a full 10 years, whereafter it declines
by two-thirds over the following six years before ceasing altogether during 2043E. This assumes total clean gas
production of a little over 300 BCF which is estimated to be sold on a weighted average gas price of
US$8.2/MMBtu. This suggests a Project post-tax (and royalties) NPV10% of US$587m and implies a 44% project
IRR, having assumed adoption of facilities under a 'build-own-operate-transfer' structure (‘BOOT’) and that post
farm-down the Group is fully carried to first gas. On the basis of SOU successfully farming down its present
47.5% working interest (‘WI’) in the Portfolio to a 23.3% WI with free carry on TE-5 development to the point of
first commercial gas sales, SOU’s anticipated interest is considered to be worth £105.3m (based on
US$/GBP=0.769) from which, after adjusting for estimated net debt of £18.4m and based on 1,156 million shares
in issue, TPI arrives at a valuation of 7.5p/share. Clearly, however, prospective near-term generation of
positive cash from the conceptual LNG production and/or positive future exploration elsewhere within the
Portfolio offers further potential upside.

Sound Energy plc – 5-year Price Chart

Source: LSE

Please note: Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance
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Morocco – a compelling case for gas

The Moroccan government has clearly stated the strategic objectives of its energy policy. Within this, it prioritises future
supply independence, amongst which natural gas is considered an important component in the overall power mix. The
government’s stated aim is to increase the share of gas in the energy mix through the installation of an additional 24MW of
capacity of combined-cycle technology by 2030.

Strategic Objectives of Morocco’s Energy Policy

Source: Energy Policies – Morocco 2019

Primary energy supply in Morocco
Morocco’s gross supply of fossil fuels experienced 37% growth from 2007 to 2017. A significant increase of natural gas supply
(+87%) was supported by large imports from Algeria between 2005 and 2012 with gas use rising to around 1.22 billion cubic
metres (BCM) per year. The remainder of the country’s Total Power Energy Supply (‘TPES’) consisted of biofuels and waste
(7%), electricity imports (2%) and small shares of hydro, wind and solar (2% combined). Renewable sources grew rapidly from
a low base, while over the past decade, hydro expanded by 29%, while solar and wind together increased by a factor of 15. The
supply of biofuels and waste generated power within the mix declined by 29%.

Morocco: TPES by source, 1973-2017

As Morocco does not produce any coal or oil and only a small amount of gas presently, the country remains heavily dependent
on energy imports (see figure below). In 2017, for example, total energy imports of Morocco stood at 19.5 Mtoe, equivalent to
95% of TPES. Electricity imports have also grown by 73% over the last decade, notably to match demand peaks.
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National Energy Strategy
Morocco’s National Energy Strategy, formally adopted in 2009, provided a road map for the transition to a future with greater
energy security and lower carbon emissions, with focus on reducing dependence on imported energy. Its objectives included
enhancing energy supply security; diversifying and optimising the electricity fuel mix; accelerating the deployment of
renewables; making energy efficiency a national priority; and encouraging the exploration and exploitation of indigenous oil
and gas.
Achieving this will require significant energy sector investment, including an estimated US$30 billion to meet the
renewables target of 42% of installed electricity capacity (estimated as 6,000MW) by the end of this year (2020), a target rising
to 52% by 2030. Government expenditure and concessionary finance have important roles to play, but the bulk of finance
will inevitably come from the private sector. Government objectives in areas such as the creation of local supply chains and
jobs, together with certain subsidies for social reasons, are being achieved in a transparent way, which is consistent with
such rules.
While the current business model has moved Morocco a long way forward, it will need to continue to evolve to unlock
sufficient private sector investment and fully meet the country’s closely linked energy and climate goals. Within this, a
particularly attractive fiscal regime has been put in place to attract gas explorers, developers and producers, such as SOU.
One of SOU’s peer explorers in Morocco, Predator Oil and Gas Holdings plc , estimates that 80.4% of the country’s thermal
electricity generating capacity is based on coal (with minor fuel oil). This implies a gas requirement of 920MMscf/d in order
to replace the high carbon fuels. On this basis, bringing the TE-5 Horst Production Concession on-stream at the estimated
plateau level of 66MMscf/d alone would present opportunity to reduce these CO2 emissions by over 7%, before considering
potential future production from Greater Tendrara.

Morocco’s planned and existing thermal power stations

Source: Predator Oil and Gas Holdings
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Current gas exploration in Morocco

As of December 31, 2019, 12 companies were operating in different regions of Morocco in the context of hydrocarbon
exploration, in both offshore and onshore locations with participants including majors, super independents and junior oil
and gas companies . Companies that are currently operational in the country either with existing discoveries and/or

exploration, or have been in contact with

the ONHYM in order to organise data rooms and for technical presentations etc.,

include : Chariot Oil & Gas (AIM:CHAR), CNPC, ConocoPhillips, ENI, Europa Oil & Gas (AIM:EUZ), Hunt Oil, Total, Anadarko,
Cairn Energy (LSE:CNE), Angel Rose, Predator Oil & Gas (AIM:PRD), Repsol, SDX Energy (AIM:SDX), Sound Energy (AIM:SOU),
Royal Dutch Shell (LSE:RDSB), Genel Energy (LSE:GENL), New Age African Global Energy and Woodside Energy.
Onshore gas exploration: SOU is presently Morocco’s most advanced onshore explorer, having spudded five exploration
wells, including one viable discovery, in addition to the acquisition of circa 24,000 square kilometers (km) of airborne gravity
and magnetic surveying and a 2,850-line kilometres of 2D seismic survey across the Grand Tandara and Anoual permits.
SDX Energy has been progressing a 12 well drilling campaign targeting a mid-case of 15 bcf gross unrisked prospective
resources in addition to the acquisition of 240 square km of 3D seismic in the Gharb Basin located on the northwest coastal
margin. This drilling campaign is expected to complete in Q1 2020. There has also been significant interest in acreage
surrounding SOU’s Morocco permits. Repsol has an established position in Morocco and in 2018 announced, with joint
venture partner Royal Dutch Shell, signature of a 9,990 square km exploration permit, Tanfit, immediately adjacent to SOU’s
Tandara and Anoual permits. Also, at the end of 2019 Hunt Oil signed a permit located offshore Essaouira, adjacent to SOU’s
onshore Sidi Moktar permits.
Offshore gas exploration: Repsol in 2009 made a gas discovery with the Anchois-1 well in the Tanger-Larache area, 40 km
from the coast of Morocco. ENI, in partnership with Woodside and Chariot Oil spudded one exploration well in the Rabat
Deep Offshore permit. In the Kenitra Offshore and Mohammedia Offshore, Chariot Oil has proceeded to the interpretation of
2D and 3D seismic data and an update of its prospects and leads as well as the interpretation of the 3D seismic data acquired
in 2017. Previously on the Essaouira Offshore permit, Kosmos acquired 10,485km of 2D seismic data and rock samples for
geochemical analysis and on Boujdour Maritime, Kosmos acquired nearly 10,000 square km of 3D seismic. On the Sidi
Moussa offshore permit, Genel acquired 3,550 square km of 3D seismic data. On the Boujdour Offshore Shallow permit, Teredo
acquired 1,002 square km of 3D seismic data and on the Foum Ognit Offshore permit, New Age has carried out the
interpretation of 999 square km of 3D seismic data.

Key Eastern Morocco Onshore Gas Exploration

Source: Predator Oil & Gas Holdings
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Focus on eastern Morocco

TPI believes that Eastern Moroccan resources have potential to generate uncomplicated well deliverability (albeit with
stimulation) based on the production history for shallow reservoirs in the region. Field production rates for successful
developments are expected to be high, as demonstrated by SOU’s TE-7 well test (24 November 2016) and production costs per
unit volume produced are expected to be correspondingly low. Capital development costs are also expected to be relatively
reasonable, given the shallow drilling depths and high recoveries based on potentially contiguous reservoir sands (thereby
reducing the number of development wells) and anticipated quality of the dry gas (reducing complex processing
requirements).
SOU’s peer explorer, SDX Energy plc, reportedly sold its western Morocco gas production (6.4 MMscf/d (gross)/4.6 MMscf/d
(net)) in 2019 to a diverse list of eight domestic, low-risk customers at an average gas price of US$10.00 - US$11.00/mcf, with
opex estimated at approximately US$0.70/mcf, suggesting an opportunity for high net payback. Proximity (120 km) to the
Maghreb Pipeline for major eastern developers, however, is considered a key factor to underpin long-term commerciality,
given that it provides the vendor with options to export to the gas-hungry European market, where premium prices can be
achieved, while also balancing supply with expected ongoing contracted domestic demand (including for three domestic
power stations (Al Wahda (4x400MW), Qued El Maknazine (2x400MW) and Tahaddart Power (2x400MW) which are all
supplied through the GME).

Gazoduc Maghreb Europe Pipeline

Source: Sound Energy

Morocco - Attractive Fiscal Regime for Explorers
Oil and gas companies are subject to the Moroccan Tax Code (‘MTC’) in the same way as other domestic corporates. The state,
through ONHYM, holds participating interests (limited to 25%) under the relevant petroleum agreement and related
exploration permits and concessions (Article 4, Law No 21-90). It therefore benefits from the proceeds of any oil and gas
exploitation activity. Policy includes various incentives and royalties as follows:
Taxes on natural gas production

•

A total exemption from corporate income tax applicable to the holder or each of the joint holders of an exploitation
concession for ten consecutive years from the commencement date of regular production from the exploitation concession.
A corporation tax rate of 31% is applied thereafter.

•
•

Profits and dividends distributed by an exploitation permit holder exempted from withholding tax.
A VAT exemption applies to goods and services acquired in the domestic market or imported from abroad that are
necessary for the activities of reconnaissance authorisation, exploration permit and concession holders, as well as their
contractors and sub-contractors.

•

The local VAT rate of 10% (with the right to deduct) applies to petroleum gas and other gaseous hydrocarbons as well as oil
petroleum or shale products (either crude or refined). The export of oil and gas is VAT exempted under Moroccan VAT
territoriality rules.
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Royalties on natural gas production

•

No royalty for the first 300,000 tonnes of production from concessions located onshore or offshore at less than 200 metres

•

5% royalty on production in excess of 300,000 tonnes (or 10.6Btm) from concessions located onshore or offshore at less than

depth;
200 metres depth;

•
•

No royalty for the first 500,000 tonnes of production from concessions located offshore at more than 200 metres depth;
3.5% royalty on production in excess of 500,000 tonnes from concessions located offshore at more than 200 metres depth.

Eastern Morocco – SOU’s Strategic Opportunity
Neighbouring Algeria held 159 trillion cubic feet (TCF) of proven gas reserves as of 2017, ranking it 11th in the world and
accounting for about 2% of the world's total natural gas reserves which are estimated to total 6,923 TCF. Algeria has proven
reserves equivalent to 109.1 times its annual consumption and is presently the world’s 5th largest producer while exporting
24% of its total output.
SOU is drilling on the same well-understood geology and formations that makes Algeria rich in gas reserves in order to
unlock potential in this significantly undeveloped region. The Group’s ambition is to make the Tandara region Morocco’s
first material gas producer with potential to even become the country’s first hydrocarbon exporter.
The source of the hydrocarbon opportunity being explored across the Eastern Morocco Portfolio is predominantly generated
from a Paleozoic carbonate rich marine source rock, interpreted as being Devonian age. Being a continuity of the Algerian
Triassic Province and Saharan Hercynian platform, the play type is gas prone with a likely minor component of condensate
produced from the Lower Triassic TAGI formation with further exploration opportunities in underlying Paleozoic sequences.
Gas is believed to have migrated upward into the TAGI reservoir, which has a thickness of around 100m, trapped beneath a
500-1000m thick salt, creating an ideal seal boundary for gas accumulations, with the trap itself comprising two faults
bounding a high.

Eastern Morocco – Extension of Proven North African Basin

Source: Sound Energy
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Early drilling success

Although previous onshore drilling on SOU’s acreage was considered not to be commercially successful, (the TE-5 gas
discovery in the region was abandoned in 2008 after the operator, Maghreb Petroleum Exploration, classified the reservoir as
tight gas with rocks of low permeability). SOU nevertheless decided to revisit and reprocess 2D seismic data originally
acquired between 1974 and 1986 along with a 3D acquired in 2004 using modern ‘state of the art’ techniques while also
undertaking geological and engineering studies, with a view to unlocking its potential.
SOU commenced operations with the drilling of a single well, TE-6, positioning it on a well-defined high and drilling to a
depth of approximately 3,000 metres. Mechanical stimulation of the reservoir went on to produce a flow rate of 17 MMscfpd
indicating a potentially world-class find. This was followed by further penetration of the same reservoir through the drilling
of horizontal well, TE-7, which coupled with a multi-stage stimulation subsequently demonstrated an impressive flow rate
of up to 32 MMscfpd.

Development concession awarded
As a result of this work programme, the first 25-year development concession in Eastern Morocco, covering an area of 133.5
square km, was awarded for this discovery by the Ministry of Energy on 6 September 2018. The development plan
underpinning this award included:
1.

Pre-first gas drilling of up to 5 new horizontal development wells, in addition to recompletion of the existing TE-6
and TE-7 wells, targeting a step change in its resource and reserve base.

2.

The construction of a gas treatment plant and compression station and a 120 km 20-inch Tendrara Gas Export
Pipeline (‘TGEP’) connecting the CPF and the delivery point to the Gazoduc Maghreb Europe pipeline. (SOU had
already announced on 7 June 2018, a front-end engineering and design consultation by an Enagas-led consortium
and had commenced for both the CPF and TGEP under a 'build-own-operate-transfer' structure.)

3.

The achievement of first gas within approximately two years of receipt of funding, with an expected mid-case
production rate of around 60 MMscfpd over a minimum period of 10 years during which it is currently estimated,
subject to optimisation of drilling plans, that an additional 10 to 13 wells designed to maintain this production rate.

SOU considers a successful outcome will leave it (along with the incoming purchaser and other partners) positioned to take
FID on the Production Concession as key milestones, including a GSA, FEED development capital funding and local regulatory
administrative formalities, are secured. It would also retain exposure through the as yet untapped basin potential.

Proposed Tendrara Gas Export Pipeline

Source: Sound Energy
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Further exploration activity

SOU’s exploration activity elsewhere has to date centered around the Triassic ‘TAGI’ reservoir. However, the Group has also
noted that the Palaeozoic sequences, which are already a significant producer in Algeria and located directly below TAGI,
could also offer significant further potential. As such, it has taken steps to explore the Greater Tendrara and Anoual permits
surrounding the Tandara Concession (hosting the TE-5 discovery) which covers an enormous area greater than 24,000 square
km. Early work included firstly the acquisition of airborne gravity and magnetic surveys to enhance understanding of the
basin structure and secondly, to optimize specific prospect mapping through a large 2D seismic campaign which consisted
of over 2,850-line km of 2D surveying. Being able to map the basin structure along with new geochemical analysis allowed
SOU to constrain a model for the source of the gas, the potential volumes expelled and the pathways along which it might
migrate toward possible prospective trapping geometries. The seismic interpretation revealed multiple drill targets offering
opportunities to test both the TAGI and Paleozoic plays. These were then high-graded to identify a 3-well drilling programme,
starting with TE-9 in October 2019.

Exploration results
The first well in the 2019 programme, TE-9 was drilled to a depth of 2,925m and penetrated both the TAGI primary target and
the Palaeozoic secondary target. The TAGI succession consisted of a 60m of dolomitized silty sandstone to
microconglomerates. Petrophysical analysis of the wireline data indicated the interval has no appreciable porosity and
therefore lacks effective reservoir, the key pre-drill risk. The well also encountered approximately 630m of a Westphalianaged succession of fine sandstones siltstones and mudstones. The petrophysical analysis of the wireline data indicated the
interval to be of low porosity and therefore poor reservoir quality. The well was plugged and abandoned. However,
subsequent analysis of the sampled drill gas in both the TAGI and Paleozoic intervals provided evidence of the working
petroleum system supporting the basin model. A second well, TE-10, designed to test a different aspect of the TAGI play, was
spudded immediately after having been drilled to a depth of 2,218m. Here a combined structural-stratigraphic trap formed
by the TAGI reservoir pinching out onto the flanks of the larger Paleozoic high, was believed to hold the potential for large
volumes of gas. Initial results released in February 2019 were positive, identifying from 10.5m to up to 15.4m net pay with
gas bearing sands interpreted in and below structural closure with potential for significant upside volumes stratigraphically
trapped (18 February 2019). Following mechanical stimulation, however, SOU reported that this second TAGI discovery had
not been able to achieve a commercial gas flow rate and the decision was taken to end the well test following the installation
of a downhole pressure gauge. As a result, the Group took an impairment charge of £6.5m against intangible assets in the
annual accounts and suspended drilling of the third proposed well, TE-11. This third well had been planned to test the
expectation that the gas migration pathways converge towards an identified Palaeozoic high which, if correct would
represent the largest prospect recognized so far and therefore is considered an ideal candidate to test the Palaeozoic.

Eastern Moroccan Portfolio Exploration

Source: Sound Energy
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Schlumberger Oilfield Holdings Limited (‘Schlumberger’)
The strategic partnership between SOU and Schlumberger allows the Group to benefit from a wealth of experience and sector
resources. In addition, Schlumberger shares the risks of the Tendrara project, earning its net profit interest through funding
a significant portion (75–80%) of the initial capital expenditure on the first three Tendrara wells and of the development of
the licence area thereafter (27.5%). Schlumberger was granted a synthetic net profit interest of half of SOU’s participation
(which initially equated to 18.75%, before increasing to 27.5% after the first well).

Oil and Gas Investment Fund (‘OGIF’)
In January 2017, SOU announced the acquisition of OGIF’s Eastern Morocco portfolio and introduced OGIF, which is owned
by the seven largest Moroccan financial institutions, as a second cornerstone investor. As at 31 December 2019, OGIF had an
interest in 24.97% of SOU’s issued share capital.

Office of Hydrocarbons and Mines (‘ONHYM’)
ONHYM is a public institution with legal institutional and financial autonomy under State supervision and is responsible for
the awarding of licences for exploration and development in Morocco.

Structural cost reduction
In light of the decision to pause operations until after conclusion of the marketing process, SOU initiated a structural cost
reduction programme on 21 May 2019. This included a reduction in the base salaries of all Executive Directors amounting,
in aggregate, to a reduction of 29% over a six-month period from 1 August 2019. Their implementation is expected to have
delivered an annualised reduction in general and administrative expenses from the start of the current period in 2020.
With cash balances of £11.1m at end-June 2019 and following two equity placings (June 2019 and December 2019) raising a
total of a little under £3.5m gross, it is estimated that the Group’s end-January 2020 cash balances was reduced to c.£5.6m.
With a current monthly burn of around £0.5m, it is considered that current operations will be able to continue satisfactorily
‘ticking-over’ until a conclusion regarding ongoing monetisation opportunities and the FID has been announced.

Eastern Morocco Portfolio monetisation - ongoing marketing process
Under the terms of the non-binding heads of terms agreement (‘HOT’) which was announced on 6 November 2019, SOU
granted to one (unnamed) prospective purchaser a period of exclusivity during which time binding terms were to be entered
into. This expired on 14 February 2020 without successful conclusion, terminating the exclusivity at that time. From the
outset, however, the prospective purchaser was considered to be a highly credible party (both in terms of background sectorrelated experience and balance sheet strength); having failed to satisfy the strict funding conditions specified in the
transaction terms on time, however, completion has not yet been possible.
Recognising the exceptional level of interest in the Portfolio, TPI expects the Group to receive renewed expressions of interest
from certain of the parties originally identified, some of which could potentially make their own binding farm-in proposals.
Although such an outcome could potentially be completed quite rapidly, TPI has assumed it could delay delivery of first gas
from the Production Concession by up to one year from SOU’s original commercialisation schedule.

Background
On 22 May 2019, a decision to explore monetisation options for the Group’s interests in the Tendrara Production Concession,
the Greater Tendrara Petroleum Agreement and the Anoual Permits (together the ‘Eastern Morocco Portfolio’ or ‘the Portfolio’)
with a view to assessing a possible farm-down prior to FID, was taken.
The marketing process attracted significant interest, as the result of which SOU entered into non-disclosure agreements with
23 companies and, following these, hosted some 15 management presentations which resulted in it receiving a number of
non-binding offers which, in turn delivered a range of valuations and risk/reward profiles.
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The first HOT entered into with a privately-owned, UK registered company specialising in energy asset development and
investment, proposed the sale of a substantial proportion of the Group’s interest in the Portfolio, whilst at the same time
allowing it to retain a carried interest. This would have provided opportunity for shareholders to continue to benefit from
the Portfolio’s potential upside. It included a binding sale and purchase agreement for 51% of SOU’s interest (i.e. 24.2% out of
a total of 47.5%) for a total consideration of US$112.8m million, consisting of a US$54.3m million cash consideration payable
in tranches and an estimated US$58.5m million carry with respect to Sound’s Energy's future capital expenditure
requirements relating to its retained position (a 23.3% share held synthetically through a new joint venture or SPV) in the
Portfolio. Subject to shareholder approval, this was designed to allow the Production Concession to achieve first gas within
two years of the transaction’s completion and to fund the Group’s continuing exploration participation elsewhere in the
Portfolio.
Beyond this, the Group had further agreed the proposed purchaser be provided with a one-year option to acquire an additional
9% of SOU's remaining interest in the Portfolio on the same proportional financial consideration and carry terms as the
Proposed Transaction (‘the "Option’). Should it subsequently be exercised, the Group’s retained synthetic interest would then
have been reduced from 23.3% to 14.3%. Receipt of funds would be directed toward further exploration drilling within the
existing licences, assuming that other production obligations and corporate expenses had already been satisfactorily
covered.
With the exclusivity period now ended, any new expression(s) of interest in the Portfolio could be received in the short term,
although negotiated terms may differ from those detailed in the first HOT.

SOU’s Asset Base - Morocco’s Largest Onshore Operator

Source: Sound Energy

Next steps for the Eastern Morocco Portfolio
Based in the Figuig Province, North-East Morocco, SOU’s Portfolio comprises licences covering Greater Tendrara (previously
the Tendrara-Lakbir and Matarka which were converted into a single licence), the Tendrara Production Concession and
Anoual.

Located 120km from the Gazoduc Maghreb-Europe pipeline, which connects Algeria and Morocco to the

Spanish/Portuguese gas grids), SOU’s permit area is sub-divided into eight blocks. Its geology represents a continuation of
the Algerian Triassic Province and Saharan Hercynian platform, with the same stratigraphy and similar evolution to the
prolific Algeria Basins. SOU retains operatorship of the entire Portfolio.
At this time, exploration operational activities within Greater Tendrara and Anoual have been temporally suspended with
focus now centred on continuing to advance the discovery within the Production Concession while also seeking financial
and operational support through a farm down of interests in the Portfolio. The transaction proposed in the first HOT included
free carry to the point of first gas, along with cash sufficient to both pay down existing debt and to recommence drilling
within Greater Tendrara, possibly starting with TE-11 to target the Palaeozoic in the northern area, subject to partners’
approval. The more recent ending of the exclusivity period attached to the HOT, along with potential for alternative
expression of interest in the farm down, may result in different transactional terms being agreed.
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Source: Sound Energy

Prospective resources
SOU has internally estimated resource volumes for the Portfolio, which are detailed below. These estimates are presented
as Original Gas in Place ‘OGIP’, unrisked without an associated geological chance of success (‘CoS’) and on a gross basis. The
total volume of Prospective Resource is constrained by a basin modelling study undertaken by a leading independent
petroleum systems analysis consultancy (IGI Ltd), as communicated by RNS on 29 June 2018. The output of the basin
modelling allowed Sound to update the estimated exploration potential of the licences and production lease as 20 TCF gas
equivalent, mid case, unrisked OGIP. The Basin Model further defines a possible range of estimated exploration potential
across the entire permit area, with a 7 TCF low case of unrisked OGIP and, if all the key elements of the petroleum system’s
model are present, an upside case of 34 TCF of unrisked OGIP.
The summary chart shows the internally estimated, gross, unrisked OGIP volumes for the Greater Tendrara and Anoual
licences and Tendrara Production concession. The Eastern Morocco Development Volumes estimate is based on the sum of
the externally certified, gross, mid case discovered and undiscovered OGIP estimates from the RPS resource certification
exercise. The Prospective Resource estimates are SOU’s internal estimates and have not been externally verified or certified.

Sound Energy internal resource estimates

Source: Sound Energy
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Focus on advancing development of TE-5 Horst

SOU originally entered the Concession in 2015, following ENI’s decision to abandon its discovery on the licence (TE-5 Horst),
which it considered a tight reservoir having provided flow just 1.5 MMcf/d. Further analysis undertaken by the Group,
however, suggested additional upside potential significant enough to justify two additional wells (namely TE-6- Vertical, TE7- Horizontal as outlined previously) which, with the benefit of hydraulic fracture stimulation, were able to deliver
satisfactory commercial rates (of 17.9MMcf/d and 27.8MMcf/d respectively).
An independent Competent Person's Report (‘CPR’) subsequently commissioned provided Certification of volumetric
estimates for the discovery’s TAGI reservoir units. Completed in January 2018 - the report certified mid-case OGIP for the TE5 Horst alone of 651 BCF unrisked, with an upside case of 873 BCF and a downside case of 349 BCF. The certification was
undertaken on an area of 250km2, which equates to around 1% of the total Eastern Morocco permit area.

TE-5 Horst – Discovered OGIP and Contingent Resources

1

Contingent Resources are technical volumes i.e. no economic limit test applied
Source: Sound Energy

This provided confidence that a significant production opportunituy exists, with a mid case rate in excess of 60 MMscf/d
over a minimum period of 10 years expected for which, subject to optimisation of drilling plans, it is currently estimated that
an additional 10 to 13 wells will be required to maintain this production ‘plateau’.

Development milestones
Progressing a range of operational permissions, agreements and structures remains key to developing and commercialising
the Production Concession as SOU moves toward taking the FID (when binding development capital commitments are to be
made). These ‘hurdles’ continue to be successfully negotiated with strong regional and governmental support; TPI expects
all to be satisfactorily concluded/in place before end-2020E.

Front End Engineering Design (‘FEED’)
In June 2018, following a competitive market enquiry process, a head of terms for FEED was signed with a consortium (‘the
Consortium’) comprising Enagas, Elecnor and Fomento (‘the Consortium’).

Bringing strong industry expertise and

capabilities, their design includes a 20-inch (240MMscfpd capacity) gas export pipeline and central processing facilities. In
parallel with finalising the design and engineering, the Consortium is negotiating with different parties capable of securing
access to the estimated US$184 million of upstream development capital that will be required to fund the Project.
Subject to the completion of the conclusion of a final BOOT contract with associated debt funding put in place, the Consortium
will be responsible for the construction of the Project and for its operation for a period of 15 years. In exchange, SOU and its
partners will pay an annual fee from the commencement of commercial gas production. The fee payable will be agreed postFEED but will be subject to an open book target fee calculated by reference to a target internal rate of return for the Consortium
and to a 'not to exceed' fee of US$45m per annum.
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At the end of a 15-year operating period, and subject to a possible extension by the parties, the ownership of the Project
facilities will be transferred to SOU and its partners, or to another entity appointed by the partnership, at no cost. The
Consortium has agreed to pay SOU a break fee of US$1.5m, and to provide Sound and its partners with the FEED at cost, in the
event that the BOOT contract is not concluded to the Consortium's satisfaction. Alternatively, Sound and its partners have
agreed to buy out the FEED from the Consortium for US$2.2m, should they elect not to proceed with the Consortium.

Build-Own-Operate-Transfer ('BOOT’)
An innovative structure for BOOT was agreed with the Consortium which underpins the financial attractiveness of the
development by leveraging vendor financing. FEED for the pipeline was completed in November 2018, with FEED for the CPF
following in early 2019. Since June 2019, and in parallel with the technical work, SOU has made progress to further develop
the structuring and commercial framework relating to the proposed transaction.

Gas Sales Agreement (‘GSA’)
Positive discussions have continued to progress the GSA for offtake which forms a key building block to support project
sanction. An amendment to the binding memorandum of understanding with Morocco's Office National de l'Electricité et
de l'Eau Potable, the state power company of Morocco, in order to extend the period for negotiations of the final GSA to 31
March was confirmed on 13th January 2020. As such, SOU expects to sign binding GSA terms shortly.

Environmental Impact Assessment (‘EIA’)
On 13th January 2019, SOU announced receipt of EIA approval from the Moroccan Ministry of Energy, Mines and Environment
to build and operate a 120 km 20-inch gas pipeline connecting the proposed gas treatment plant and CPF to the GME pipeline.
The TGEP will cross the Matarka Commune (Province of Figuig) and Merija Commune (Province of Jerada) to reach the
delivery point of the GME.

TGEP Gas Export Pipeline Corridor Rights
Ongoing discussions with the representatives of the Morocco's Ministry of Interior to obtain rights through a long-term lease
agreement for a 50m wide corridor along the entire 120 km length of the TGEP were confirmed on 13th January 2020 as
progressing to plan.

Funding Options for the FID
The Group has made significant progress in advancing its development of the Tendrara TE-5.
TPI’s analysis is based on the FID being taken following an agreement to farm-down the Portfolio to 23.3%, leaving SOU as
the project operator while assuming free carry for the discovery’s remaining development programme to the point of first
commercial gas sales. A farm-down of this scale was anticipated in the original HOT and would see arrangement of the
necessary project finance through a SPV thereby created, having assumed on a continuing high level of confidence that
remaining development milestones will be successfully passed/concluded in the relatively near term.. This, however, should
not be considered the only possible outcome or opportunity available to SOU.
Alternative funding options to allow the FID to be taken, however, are numerous. They include, for example, a deal structured
similarly to the build-own-operate-transfer (‘BOOT’) vendor-fiancing pipeline agreement already in place; other routes could
potentially include SOU securing the necessary funds through long-term project financing, strategic investment at the quoted
Group level and/or potential outsight disposal of development assets/licences.
Realistically, first gas production should then be achieved less than two years from the FID being taken.
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Proposed Micro-LNG production Plan

Recognising that the ending of the HOT exclusivity period could possibly delay implementation of TE-5 Horst’s full field
development plan beyond the Group’s original schedule, management has taken the decision to consider other opportunities
to prioritise early first cash flows from the Concession while its larger negotiations continue. As a result, it has formulated
plans to pursue a micro liquefied natural gas (‘LNG’) production plan for the TE-5 Horst field within the Production
Concession. Go-ahead for such a project will require, inter alia, the agreement of the Group’s joint venture partners in the
Concession. An early, successful and relatively simple move to LNG production is expected to be capable of generating
attractive positive cashflow for its duration, while also serving to highlight the licence’s larger development opportunity.
It will therefore seek to move forward through an innovative, fast-track, cost efficient scheme, targeting first LNG delivery
during 2021E. These production plans, which will be advanced alongside workstreams related to the full Field Development
Plan (including ongoing negotiations with Morocco's Office National de l'Electricité et de l'Eau Potable in relation to a gas
sales agreement and discussions in relation to full Field Development Plan funding solutions), which involve the processing
and liquefication of gas produced at the field with resulting LNG being transported to industrial sites in Morocco. The larger
full pipeline led development plan can be added to this at a later date, given the inherently longer timescales involved in its
implementation. SOU is already in discussions with prospective customers/distributors in Morocco regarding the long-term
offtake of LNG, while negotiations with equipment providers and potential funding partners for the production plant are now
at a relatively advanced stage. Subject to joint venture partners in the Concession agreement, SOU’s Board expects it would
be in a position to take a final investment decision on this development solution during Q2 2020, which would enable first
LNG delivery a year or so later.

Likely costings and economics
LNG technologies are readily available, making ‘fast-track’ implementation of mini LNG facilities with relatively low
investment (compared to pipelines or large-scale facilities) possible. While the industry has traditionally focused on
development of ever-increasing plant capacities, maturity has allowed development of technologies applicable for small
volumes to be competitive and potentially economically attractive for otherwise stranded assets. The main challenge for
small scale LNG applications is therefore not technical but economic and ultimately hinge on the quality and duration of
underlying offtake agreement(s). Based on a leasing agreement for the extraction/production equipment, liquefaction and
storage, vendor financing in the range of US$18m would be required for, say, a 10,000 gallon/day plant.

Micro-LNG Commercialisation Process

Micro-LNG Typical Design Parameters

Source: WorldBankGroup, Praxair

TPI has Adopted a highly prudent view on costings, which suggest high-end project financing fees in the range of
US$3.00/Mbtu, with liquefaction costs per MBtu in a range of US$2.50 plus a 15% variable element along with US$1.00/MBtu
for trucking costs to deliver LNG direct to user. An estimated operating cost of less than US$7.50/MBtu would be considered
competitive and capable of securing longer-term fixed-price offtake.
While TPI recognises SOU’s micro-LNG project could translate relatively quickly into positive and highly visible cashflow,
at this time it has not been included within the Group valuation, instead being treated as potential future upside.
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Southern Morocco – The Sidi Mokhtar Permit

SOU’s Sidi Mokhtar permit is located in the Essaouira Basin in central-southern Morocco and is sub-divided into three subblocks (North, South and West) with a combined area of 4,711 km2. The exploration play targeted is the same as that of Eastern
Morocco, with Triassic TAGI and Paleozoic objectives. The play has already been proven in the area by the adjacent Meskala
gas condensate field, which currently produces from the TAGI reservoir and is operated by ONHYM. The main reservoir in
the field comprises Triassic aged sands, directly analogous to the deeper exploration plays in the Sidi Mokhtar licences. The
Meskala field and its associated gas processing facility is linked via a pipeline to a state-owned phosphate plant, which
produces fertiliser both for the domestic and export markets. This pipeline passes across the Sidi Mokhtar licence. SOU
originally farmed into the Sidi Mokhtar licences in 2015 and took over operatorship in 2016.

Southern Morocco – Asset Overview

Source: Sound Energy

The Sidi Mokhtar permit area hosts some 40 vintage wells drilled since the 1950s, although these wells have targeted the
shallower Jurassic carbonates plays with the deeper pre-salt Triassic TAGI and Palaeozoic which has been left
underexplored despite the Meskala accumulation offering considerable encouragement.
A number of discoveries were made from the 1950s to the present in Jurassic aged carbonates and clastics.
The discovery of the Meskala field proved the existence of a deep petroleum system in the basin. Specifically, it provides
evidence that Triassic TAGI reservoirs are effective, proves the existence of the overlying salt super seal and offers evidence
of charge from deep Palaeozoic source rocks. Based on work undertaken by SOU and following the initial tests of the
remaining potential of the Jurassic Kechoula discovery, forward plans for Sidi Mokhtar are focused on exploring the deeper
potential offered by the Triassic TAGI and Palaeozoic plays. An exploration 2D seismic programme had been planned to start
in the second half of 2020, with focus on improving the existing imaging of the pre-salt section. This work is presently
suspended ahead of the expected Portfolio farm-down and FID, whereafter exploration works will be rescheduled.

Southern Morocco – Play Summary

Source: Sound Energy
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Source: Sound Energy

Sidi Mokhtar - Internally Estimated OGIP (Unrisked)

Source: Sound Energy
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Valuation

Asset valuation is based solely on Economic Evaluation Model of Production Concession containing TE-5 Horst. The model
adopts industry standard DCF10% to calculate project NPV in US$ (based on £1.00=US$1.30).

Assumptions
-Gas production commences Q3’2022E reaching daily raw gas production plateau of 66MMscf/day before start of Q4’2022E,
minimal condensate production.
-Valuation based only on development of the Tendrara Production Concession with a nil valuation being placed on all other
operational/development assets, including recent proposals for micro-LNG production. These are treated as additional future
upside only.
-Valuation assumes successful farm-down of the Portfolio early in 2021E. For prudence in its assessment, TPI has assumed
SOU will achieve less generous terms than detailed in the original HOT, whereby the incoming party assumes a 24.2%
Working Interest in exchange for an estimated US$58.5m free carry in SOU’s favour (considered sufficient for the Concession
to achieve first gas within 2-years of the FID), but with nil additional cash payment and no option to acquire an additional
stake in the Portfolio (although such a transaction may be offered to the same or other parties in the future in accordance
with SOU’s anticipated funding needs).
- Assumes any further monetisation of the Portfolio directs proceeds to serving any funding calls as Production Concession
ramps up output, general working capital requirements and/or to restarted exploration activity with Greater Tendrara/ Sidi
Mokhtar.
-BOOT contract adoption as scheduled (seen eliminating the project’s largest capex component, albeit offset by fees paid to
mid-steam partners met from operational cash flow).
-Assumes total weighted average gas sales price of US$8.2/MMbtu with no variable component. This is based on the fixed
unitary price (as agreed in the binding memorandum of understanding (the ‘BMOU’) with Morocco's Office National de
l'Electricité et de l'Eau Potable, the state power company of Morocco.)

The BMOU stipulates a 10-year initial term

commencing on the date of signature of GSA and automatically renewing for further periods of five years thereafter,
notwithstanding termination by one of the parties with one year's notice.
-Total capex to first gas is estimated at US$247m
-Royalties and corporation taxes applied in accordance with current fiscal regime for on-shore energy explorers

TE-5 Horst Estimated Capex to First Gas

TE-5 Estimated Capex by Year

(US$m)

(US$m)

2021

’22

‘23

‘24

‘25

’26

’27

’27

’28

‘29

Source: TPI estimates
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SOU Production Concession - Projected Free Cash (US$m)

SOU Production Concession - NPV10% Composition (US$m)

Source: TPI estimates

Please be aware: Future forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future results
SOU Production Concession - Discounted Cash Flow Model

Year to December (US$m)
Projected Cashflow

2022E

2023E

2024E

2025E

2026E

2027E

2028E

2029E

2030E

2031E

2032E

2033E

2034E

2035E

113.4

144.3

144.0

142.8

142.3

141.8

141.7

140.8

140.3

139.8

123.0

93.1

68.7

51.5

Change in Working Capital

(12.1)

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.9

2.7

1.8

1.3

Capital Expenditure
Tax Payment

(240.8)

(16.6)

(29.0)

(34.8)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(25.3)

(26.8)

(20.3)

(15.9)

Project Free Cashflow

(139.3)

127.9

115.3

108.3

125.0

141.8

141.8

140.8

140.3

139.8

101.4

69.6

51.3

37.9

Cumul. Project Free Cashflow

(140.0)

(12.1)

103.2

211.6

336.5

478.4

620.2

761.0

901.3

1,041.2

1,142.6

1,212.2

1,263.5

1,301.4

Discount Rate Applied = 10%
Cumulative (post-tax) NPV10%

587.4

Assumed SOU working interest

23.3%

Value of SOU interest (US$m)

136.86

Value of SOU interest (GBPm)

105.27

Assumed Net Debt (GBPm)

Please note that this valuation is the result of
financial modelling and there is no guarantee that
such a valuation will ever be realised, therefore
please do not base investment decisions on this
valuation alone.

18.4

No. of shares (undiluted)

1,156m

SOU valuation/share (undiluted)

7.5p

Source: TPI estimates

£=US$1.30
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THIS DOCUMENT IS NOT FOR PUBLICATION, DISTRIBUTION OR TRANSMISSION INTO THE UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA, JAPAN, CANADA OR AUSTRALIA.

Conflicts
This is a non-independent marketing communication under the rules of the Financial Conduct Authority
(“FCA”). The analyst who has prepared this report is aware that Turner Pope Investments (TPI) Limited (“TPI”)
has a relationship with the company covered in this report. Accordingly, the report has not been prepared in
accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research and is not
subject to any prohibition on dealing by TPI or its clients ahead of the dissemination of investment research.
TPI manages its conflicts in accordance with its conflict management policy. For example, TPI may provide
services (including corporate finance advice) where the flow of information is restricted by a Chinese wall.
Accordingly, information may be available to TPI that is not reflected in this document. TPI may have acted upon
or used research recommendations before they have been published.

Risk Warnings
Retail clients (as defined by the rules of the FCA) must not rely on this document.
Any opinions expressed in this document are those of TPI’s research analyst. Any forecast or valuation given in
this document is the theoretical result of a study of a range of possible outcomes and is not a forecast of a likely
outcome or share price.
The value of securities, particularly those of smaller companies, can fall as well as rise and may be subject to
large and sudden swings. In addition, the level of marketability of smaller company securities may result in
significant trading spreads and sometimes may lead to difficulties in opening and/or closing positions. Past
performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance and forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future
results.
AIM is a market designed primarily for emerging or smaller companies and the rules of this market are less
demanding than those of the Official List of the UK Listing Authority; consequently AIM investments may not
be suitable for some investors. Liquidity may be lower and hence some investments may be harder to realise.

Specific disclaimers
TPI acts as sole broker to Sound Energy plc which is listed on the AIM Market of the London Stock Exchange
(’AIM’). TPI’s private and institutional clients may hold, subscribe for or buy or sell Sound Energy’s securities.
This document has been produced by TPI independently of Sound Energy. Opinions and estimates in this
document are entirely those of TPI as part of its internal research activity. TPI has no authority whatsoever to
make any representation or warranty on behalf of Sound Energy.
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This document, which presents the views of TPI’s research analyst, cannot be regarded as “investment research”
in accordance with the FCA definition. The contents are based upon sources of information believed to be reliable
but no warranty or representation, express or implied, is given as to their accuracy or completeness. Any opinion
reflects TPI’s judgement at the date of publication and neither TPI nor any of its directors or employees accepts
any responsibility in respect of the information or recommendations contained herein which, moreover, are
subject to change without notice. Any forecast or valuation given in this document is the theoretical result of a
study of a range of possible outcomes and is not a forecast of a likely outcome or share price. TPI does not
undertake to provide updates to any opinions or views expressed in this document. TPI accepts no liability
whatsoever (in negligence or otherwise) for any loss howsoever arising from any use of this document or its
contents or otherwise arising in connection with this document (except in respect of wilful default and to the
extent that any such liability cannot be excluded by applicable law).
The information in this document is published solely for information purposes and is not to be construed as a
solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any securities or related financial instruments. The material contained in
the document is general information intended for recipients who understand the risks associated with equity
investment in smaller companies. It does not constitute a personal recommendation as defined by the FCA or
take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situation or needs of individual investors nor
provide any indication as to whether an investment, a course of action or the associated risks are suitable for
the recipient.
This document is approved and issued by TPI for publication only to UK persons who are authorised persons
under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 and to professional clients, as defined by Directive
2004/39/EC as set out in the rules of the Financial Conduct Authority. This document may not be published,
distributed or transmitted to persons in the United States of America, Japan, Canada or Australia. This document
may not be copied or reproduced or re-distributed to any other person or organisation, in whole or in part, without
TPI’s prior written consent.
Copyright © 2020 Turner Pope Investments (TPI) Limited, all rights reserved.
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